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Who we are
ERG has been operating successfully in the energy sector for 80 years.
We are active in the production of power from wind, water, sun and natural gas.
ERG is the leading wind power operator in Italy and one of the main players in Europe.
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Our Portfolio
Broad, diversified and balanced
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The acquisition of an important 89 MW photovoltaic platform (January 2018)
enable us to enlarge and optimize our Energy Management portfolio.
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Our history

1938-2018
80 years of Energy
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Our Business Plan 2018‐2022 1/2
 Further investments in e-RES throughout Europe

Installed capacity evolution target (MW)
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Our Business Plan 2018‐2022 2/2
Clusters

Capex
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Repowering of wind farms

1/2

 Without the repowering of existing plants, ambitious EU electrical RES targets at 2030 are
likely infeasible
 Repowering is also mandatory to avoid the risk of onshore wind retirements in Europe:

Potential onshore
wind retirements
in Europe
(lifetime 25 years)

 It allows to add capacity and significantly increase RES power production without occupation of
new soil, thus modernizing the wind fleet with the newest available technologies
 Need of policies to support end‐of‐life initiatives – both financial and administrative.
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Repowering of wind farms

2/2

 Technological evolution and current regulation create the premises for Repowering in Italy
 ERG’s Business Plan consider the Repowering & Reblading as the target strategies of increasing its
Italian wind capacity to ~ 1,35 MW in 2022

Repowering

Reblading
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The future of e‐RES
World: Trends of Electricity generation and Carbon intensity index
Sustainable development scenario

At 2040, over 60% of
electricity consumption
would come from RES
in order to limit the
global warming “well
below 2°C”

EU: ambitious 2030 RES target implies an objective in e-RES penetration on GEC above 60%, with a high
rate of variable sources
Italy: e‐RES production target at 2030 Wind x2,8 - PV x3,5
Source: IEA – World Energy Outlook, November 2018; Elemens – Una nuova era per le rinnovabili elettriche, July 2018
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Rally of Wind & PV in e‐generation
World – Trend of Power installed capacity - New Policies scenario

within 10 years, global
Wind and PV capacity
would more than double

Italy: e‐RES capacity target at 2030 Wind x2 - PV x3

a growth-rate of 4,7 GW/year for 12 years
is required
current: 400 MW/year (!)

Source: IEA – World Energy Outlook, November 2018; Elemens – Una nuova era per le rinnovabili elettriche, July 2018
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Challenges for a RES‐driven energy system 1/2
 Several European countries will move into uncharted territory in terms of integrating high shares
of Variable Renewable Energy (VRE), thus maximizing the dispatch of their electricity
 The full integration of VRE in the electricity system requires
‐

Wide debottlenecking plan of National Transmission Grids

‐

Massive deployment of technologies for energy storage, tailored for different time‐shifts
and purposes
Capital cost trends of utilityscale battery storage systems*
(vs duration of storage)

‐

Digitalization (production / grids / demand‐response)

‐

Peaking plants (OCGT) in key‐knots of the grid

‐

Redesign of electricity regulation, to adapt the framework to the new energy mix

*Source: IEA – World Energy Outlook, November 2018
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Challenges for a RES‐driven energy system 2/2

Flexibility needs

 Flexibility is the keyword for new electricity systems with high rate of VRE penetration

Current electricity
system of EU
countries requires
high flexibility
capabilities as VRE’s
share is in the range
of 35-60%

 Strengthening and “smartening” grids becomes necessary to increase flexibility to required level
 In EU, an additional 100 GW of large-scale transmission interconnections are asked to be
developed by 2040, expanding crossborder flows and reflecting the needs of an EU single market

Source: IEA – World Energy Outlook, November 2018
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Cost of flexibility and LCOE
 With high VRE penetration, the cost of electricity (LCOE) might also consider the value of
flexibility involved to ensure a reliable and secure dispatchment
 In this view, the “grid parity” between VRE and programmable power plants has been hardly
reached nowadays

 In the medium term, cost reductions would allow PV utility scale / wind power to be the
most competitive source for new investments
 Their competitiveness of Wind and PV would be even more evident if the fossil‐fueled
thermal power plant would be charged of direct and indirect costs for air pollution and high
GHG emissions.
Source: IEA – World Energy Outlook, November 2018
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Cost of e‐transition to RES
 An holistic approach of VRE integration in the electrical system would drive to optimize the
related costs
 With proper mitigation measures (investments/actions on grids, storage systems and
regulation), dispatching costs in the 2030 target setup could be reduced to current values

ITALY: Trends of ancillary services cost on electricity bill - 2030

Simulation of Italian dispatching costs,
starting from the current situation by
progressively adding
•

Grid debottlenecking (compliant to
National Energy Strategy, 2017)

•

RES integration in Ancillary Services
Market (e.g. downward services)

•

New Storage systems addictions (5
GW)

Source: RSE - Scenario SEN: stima degli investimenti per le reti e dei costi di dispacciamento, December 2018
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Wrap‐up

 The fight against Global Warming is one of the tightest challenge of our times, and the energy
sector has been committed to an ambitious decarbonization path
 Without the contribution of repowering of existing VRE plants (Wind / PV), EU 2030 RES
targets are likely infeasible to reach
 EU countries will integrate high shares of Variable Renewable Energy in the electrical system,
thus maximizing the dispatch of their electricity
 The full integration of VRE in the electricity system requires wide improvements in terms of
flexibility, through strengthening and “smartening” of grids , storage systems / peaking
plants and a proper regulation redesign
 Following this holistic approach, PV utility scale and Wind power will be confirmed as the
most competitive energy sources for next decades.
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Our history
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